
-E-

God , and -t-he walked and walked and walked with God, b-itt-- and there

are many --study the Bible , xi&x and the one of the most important--so

--you can at least say this that ±k-s4ee since --it is not just an exciting

and sometimes, and as for ... there x is a stress with the noun. I rd a book

--English you say is a new , a-i d then take , and you find what-may be stressed

--it is

A-3

In Hebrew as a rule, you action has a different form a-nd-the- from the noun, a-i d

the action modifies --well, of course I believe we all know that the two names

-and what is the other one , instead of a noun and a verb, and you use it instead
in uscage

of a noun--and you all know the distinctior/of the present -- and in the predicate

and± (too much eetee static)and the pronoun is not nearly so common--it already

gives the idea of the perfect, and you don't know .... a particle is a x small word

--incidentally , I think it is tremendously important that I do not recall --but those

forms ---you have a dative, andyou have a locative--If you have a Hebrew word

that ends in one of the forms of oo, I say that that is the most -ipet

A-4

Well, this word then has more letters than --and actually, when you look at it

it is quite easy to see that it is an enlargement of an original word--and t what

was that original word--we have an ending .. we haie various endings in English

and we can.. . but . . is an abstraction --it is that power, that ... here we have

and the is the abstraction . Well, now in -a4.em- almost any liberatd commentary

that was written in the last 50 years, --4 they will say that t-4- this word

must be a construct; consequently, they will insist that the correct translation would
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